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Handoff Tools



https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1
AR9y5L3VAdOtbYBkr5kYr44_ewZxiNAS
?usp=sharing 

Our team heavily utilized Blender and
Spark AR - free software to manipulate
and develop 3D models and create
augmented realities. These tools are
intensive to learn and utilize. Through
numerous online tutorials, articles,
plugins and videos we found ways to
implement our ideas for exciting and
advanced AR filters. The links to
download all our 3D assets optimized
for Spark AR is above, all tutorials and
resources we used are below.

Handoff Tools

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1AR9y5L3VAdOtbYBkr5kYr44_ewZxiNAS?usp=sharing


Blender basics

Embossed Text Tutorial - Used

for the Confetti Bucket Super G

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nIoXOplUvAw&t=44s

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y8iV2CEXFDQ



Blender Integration 

https://sparkar.facebook.com/blog/new-spark-ar-studio-
integrations-arrive-in-blender/

***This is an essential tool to bring assets from
Blender into Spark AR properly.

Blender Texturing Tutorial -

Savage Confetti Bucket and

Trophies

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OMSAYRflDzw

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OMSAYRflDzw


Spark AR Basics 

https://sparkar.facebookblueprint.com/student/collection
/290354

Face Meshes for Face Tracker 

https://sparkar.facebook.com/ar-
studio/learn/articles/people-tracking/face-mesh

Shiny Metallic Material Tutorial

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YvwvblkjEt0

https://sparkar.facebookblueprint.com/student/collection/290354
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YvwvblkjEt0


Publish to Instagram from

Spark AR 

Hit publish in the bottom right corner
 Publish new or update existing effect
Skip video if this is the first time - you will be able to
upload the demo video from Spark Hub later

This method works if you are connected directly to the
Facebook page that you want to publish to in Spark hub

1.
2.
3.

Method 1



Publish to Instagram from

Spark AR 

In Spark AR hit publish, then Export and save as
.arexport
Go to
https://www.facebook.com/sparkarhub/dashboard/
Publish Effect in top right corner
Name, upload the .arexport file, and other features
(keywords, category…)
Upload demo video now or later
Icon is the circle shape at bottom of the story screen,
it should be a lo-fi preview of the filter
Submit, it typically takes less than a day to get
approved

Manually upload to Spark (this is necessary for GymDogs
because the Facebook page is through admin access
from Lijah):

1.

2.

3.
4.

5.
6.

7.

Method 2

https://www.facebook.com/sparkarhub/dashboard/

